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considered secure for internet banking, the data contained within qr codes can be
used to form confidential and anonymous payments across the world. qr codes are
also an emerging technology that can be used to the advantage of brands, retail, and
local business by providing a simple, tangible, and cost-effective way to reach out to
and communicate with audiences. these are only a handful of exciting uses for qr
codes. streaming media refers to the delivery of video and audio content over the
internet rather than through a traditional television broadcast system. it is the best
way to watch sports and tv. and as more viewing options become available on mobile
phones, streaming is a growing force in mobile gaming. by contrast, streaming to a
networked set top box is known as broadcast streaming. this approach was first
popularised by disney with the advent of the vcr, and set top boxes such as the bbc
iplayer and netflix. stabilisation of the hiv virus, which causes aids, is planned for
2010. stabilisation involves development of an aids vaccine or a drug that inhibits
hiv. the first international conference on viral hiv vaccine and treatment issues is
planned in merida, mexico in july 2010. erm is a short and simplified version of
extended read mode, which is the current mode used by edsac and the early zil. this
is one of the older main memory management modes. since its introduction in april
1977, it has been further developed and is available in ibm's mainframe operating
systems, system i. within edsac, it was superseded by syserm, which is the current
mode used by edsac. in order to close gaps in their memories and swap in storage
space as required, edsac would therefore enter a state known as extended read
mode (erm). the number of read and write instructions and data words would be
increased and the input and output data streams would be kept in synchronism with
main memory.
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